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The most efficient, readable, and reasonable option for preparing for the Texas Medical

Jurisprudence Examination, a required test for physician licensure in Texas. The goal of this study

guide is to hit the sweet spot between concise and terse, between reasonably inclusive and

needlessly thorough. This short book is intended to be something that you can read over a few

times for a few hours before your test and easily pass for a reasonable price, with enough context to

make it informative and professionally meaningful without being a $200 video course or a 300-page

legal treatise. After all, the Texas JP exam isn't Step 1â€”it's a $58 pass/fail test!
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I looked at several resources to prepare for this exam since I'm not a native Texan, didn't go to

medical school in TX nor did I train there. I have to say that two resources shone in the mass of

different sources for this exam. The first book I tried is the Texas Medical Jurisprudence Book

(Zerris et al). I know it's been around for a very long time, but the text is mind-numbingly boring, and

I found the format both uninformative and very difficult to retain. I began stressing out when I

realized the amount of detail I had to master. I then purchased the TexasJurisprudencePrep.com

(TJP) site. I will admit that it was much better. The guys who run that program do a reasonable job

at outlining the core concepts for this exam. As many have commented their production quality is

abysmal (I would have expected that they would have at least used a Lav mic during recording,

which they didn't), and their humor is really childish and felt unwelcome as I went through the review



more than once. The reason I am getting to all of this is because, I stumbled upon ben white's

website and I decided to give this book a look. I saw only five reviews -- but they were all 5 stars.

The book is only $10, and I can always get a refund from  if I found it horrible so I took the plunge.

Suffice it to say that I read the book cover-to-cover in 1 hour. And it was AMAZING. I think reading

this text made me understand the concepts tested in this exam much better than either the Zerris

book or TJP website. I feel sheepish that I wasted $210 on an online powerpoint when I could have

gotten the same information for just $10 (I will say that the Quizzes in TJP was very helpful, but

probably not enough to justify the high pricetag). I would welcome Ben White to addend the book

with review questions which would really take it to another level, but overall this is a fabulous book

and I would highly recommend that anyone use it. I can't speak to my own results since I haven't

actually taken the exam, but I feel that this book will be very good for when the day comes. Perhaps

at that time I will post an updated review.UPDATE: Took the exam, and scored a 98% easy. This

book is definitely the way to go.

I just took my JP exam today after having read through this study guide twice (~1.5 hours for the

first read). The book is concise and does a great job of addressing key concepts tested on the JP

exam in a relatively painless way. As people have mentioned, the only thing potentially missing from

this book is a set of practice questions, and so the only other resource I used for this exam was a

set of online practice study questions for the JP exam. Scored 94 on first pass. Thanks to Ben White

for this great resource.

I can't believe my first  review is going to be a for a Texas Medical Jurisprudence Exam book, but

this was simply awesome. It was concise while hitting on the exact nuances that were tested, all

with comedic asides that made the minutiae all that much more memorable. I gave the book 3 pass

hroughs in the 2 days before the exam and scored a 96 -- piece of cake. I had also purchased the

$2.99 Kindle study guide (by Zerris) and had some second hand sheafs of notes passed through

medical school, but those were sort of a bunch of nonsense compared to this good. If I had only

used those guides, I would have had to do much more rote memorization because there was no

context for anything.This guide, on the other hand, gave just enough background for everything to

be memorable, but was extremely concise. If I could do it all over again, I would had just purchased

this book, because it's really all you need. A few good hours (takes about 1 hour to read the whole

book) and you'll be more than set. Thanks, Dr. White!



Best book for studying for TJ exam. Easy to read and covers everything I was asked in the exam. I

passed after just reading this book cover to cover. I did buy the Zerris book kindle edition but found

that layout difficult to retain and didn't get through the entire book- maybe read 1/3rd? I did the free

questions on the texasprep website to make myself feel better. Went into the exam feeling like I had

not really prepared much but passed! In hindsight I may have read this book a few times rather than

just once but I think almost all questions were covered in this review. THIS is THE book to get for

this exam.

I rarely review anything but I felt compelled to leave one for Dr. White's book. In brief-- I'm currently

a resident who's planning to move back to Texas and with little time to study for this and even littler

money, I didn't have the resources to do any of the other review materials out there. In comes this

review book. Quick and easy to ready, gets absolutely straight to the point, very affordable. I read

this when I was on call four days ago and a couple more times yesterday, then used the "free

sample questions" from that costly jurisprudence review website to get a feel for the questions.

Literally just took the test an hour ago and scored a 90. This is the only review material you'll need.

The only thing that'll make this even better is the inclusion of some practice questions. Either way,

thanks for this, Dr. White!

Can't get a better study guide for the money. I got the kindle edition of this and the zerris guide. I

really would get both though as one is more sentence format and one more table format. I really

liked reading the content first then going through the tables. I also got a few pdfs from friends which

had a few useful tidbits. If your looking to taking the JP exam and not spend a lot of money this is

essential.

Just finished taking the JP exam. This was my ONLY resource, studied it for 3 days and got a 100

on the exam. Only felt like I didn't know the answers to 3 questions (guessed I deduced right). Great

resource and succinct. Great price! Thanks Ben!

I just completed my Texas Medical Jurisprudence test and made an 88%. This book is all that I

studied. I was amazed at how many questions came directly from the lists in this book. The only

way it could be better would be to add some practice questions. Overall, very inexpensive and

covers everything that you need.
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